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• Annual Update Cover to cover review
  – Terminology, grammatical changes, and clarifications throughout.
• Updated NERC standard references from EOP-005-2 and EOP-006-2 to EOP-005-3 and EOP-006-3.
• References Section: Removed TO/EOP-005 mapping link and replaced with TO/TOP Matrix site.
• 3.1.7 and 7.2: Added section description and purpose statements.
• Attachment F:
  – Changed title from Transmission Owner and Black Start Supporting Documentation References to Transmission Owner Special Procedures.
• Attachment G:
  – Added coordination review with neighbors in case of conflicts with a particular restoration plan.
  – Modified distribution list for M-36.
• Attachment I:
  – Deleted attachment which had specified M-36 Sections corresponding to EOP-005 and EOP-006 Requirements.
Manual Review Schedule

• First Reads
  – SOS 4/4/19
  – OC 4/9/19
  – MRC 4/25/19

• Second Reads / Endorsements
  – SOS 5/2/19
  – OC 5/14/19
  – MRC 5/30/19

• Effective
  – 6/20/19